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Dear Harris ,

Our upcoming JLI courseSecrets of the Bible, is really a course about you and me and our lives. 

The Bible isnt called the Bible for nothing. Its a users manual of profound wisdom from our Designer and
Manufacturera book that provides poignant insights into the secrets of our existence and infuses meaning into
the way we view our world. We are the real heroes (and villains) of the story, and the biblical stories are
windows into our own personal struggles and triumphs.

For example, well explore questions such as:
Why do we find temptation more compelling than reason?
Why are moments of inspiration fleeting?
Why are some people born into greater privilege than others?

This is why Im inviting you to join me for this amazing experience. Not only will you gain so much from it, but I
believe you also have so much value to contribute to it. 

Will you join? 
Looking forward to seeing you there!

 

WHEN (VIRTUAL)
6 Sundays, 7:00-8:30 P.M. 
Dec. 6 - Jan. 10



JOIN NOW

WHEN (IN-PERSON, SOCIALLY DISTANCED WITH MASKS)
6 Tuesdays, 7:00-8:30 P.M. 
Dec. 8 - Jan. 12

JOIN NOW

LOCATION
Option 1: Zoom
Option 2: Chabad of Maine, 11 Pomeroy St, Portland, ME 

MORE INFO
www.chabadofmaine.com
rabbilevi@chabadofmaine.com
207.650.1783 | Fee: $90 (textbook included)

 

Course Overview
 
A lush garden...a snake...forbidden fruit...temptation...the sin of knowledge...shame...mortality...
What is really going on?

Revisit six seemingly absurd stories you likely remember from Hebrew school. Uncover their
hidden themes and eye-opening insights into the mysteries of life.
~ What is the deeper meaning behind these stories?
~ How did they shape the Jewish worldview?
~ What wisdom do they hold for you today?

Sign up for a thought-provoking experience, sure to deepen your understanding of Judaism and
enrich your life!
 

https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=2C1FABF032CF09A9DBEA5143B6DF15B2&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D
https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=4A9DCE91B2E6BC7B1DC99CE929B0D8B7&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D
https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=E8764284369E525A07AE3FD82B5CDA35&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D


Lesson Outline
 
Story One
Would you choose knowledge over paradise?
 
Would you rather be objective and unengaged or passionate and invested? Why is temptation more
compelling than reason? Whats the big idea behind Adam and Eve eating the fruit of knowledge and the
resulting human struggle with self-consciousness?
 
 
Story Two
How do you see past another's failures?
 
If a person you love lets you down, is the relationship over? How do you build a resilient connection that will
survive any storm? The secret is buried in the theme of the Great Flood: why G-d created a world only to
destroy it, and how He guarantees there will never be a repeat.
 
 
Story Three
Will the real you please stand up?
 
At some point, we're all conflicted: torn between a drive to do good and the temptation of lust, greed, and
power. In this session, you'll meet your inner Jacob and Esauthe recluse and the hunterand understand their
lifelong conflict. Why does Isaac prefer the materialistic Esau? And why does the wholesome Jacob resort to
deception to obtain his father's blessings?
 

https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=6A0E1914BCBE40967759B372F5179C54&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D


 
Story Four
Your life and its goals: are they compatible?
 
You may love what you do, or where it gets you, but seldom both. Uncover this tension in the strange
relationships between Jacob and his wives and between Joseph and his brothers, and explore ways to navigate
the delicate balance between personal growth and practical impact.
 
 
Story Five
Why is inspiration so short-lived?
 
Infidelity under the wedding canopy is the story of our lives. Why do New Years resolutions barely last a day?
We are so easily impressionable, yet our stimulation doesnt linger. Discover a powerful hack for creating
lasting impact from two sets of tablets and the worship of a golden calf.
 
 
Story Six
Does a higher station make You a better person?
 
If all people were created equal, why do some occupy more elevated positions than others? You werent dealt
the same hand as your neighbor; does this make you inferior to them? Explore Korachs challenge to Mosess
leadership to gain insight on privilege and every person's unique contribution to society.
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